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Historical energy transitions are characterised
by new &/or improved energy services

lighting

mobility

Historical energy transitions have been ‘pulled’
by the appeal of novel attributes for consumers
novel attributes

- functionality, versatility,
multiple uses
- convenience, ease of use,
reliability
- cleanliness (at point of use)
+ more efficient & lower cost
energy service
Fouquet (2010). Energy Policy 38:6586-6596.
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offer cleaner, more efficient substitutes
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Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes to
users … and can rapidly change markets
Sustaining innovations -> improve currently valued attributes
power speed storage low cost per MB -

portability versatility codeability low cost per unit -

Disruptive innovations -> offer novel attributes, create new value

Examples of potentially disruptive innovations
to mobility: alternatives to car ownership
Sustaining innovations -> improve currently valued attributes
based on ownership
upfront cost in-car ‘features’ status signalling -

based on ‘usership’
care-free relational choice variety -

Disruptive innovations -> offer novel attributes, create new value

Convergence of digital + energy creates new
value propositions: mobility-as-a-service (MaaS)
“Mobility-as-a-service
will reduce energy
demand by 80% and
emissions by over 90%”

Arbib & Seba (2017). Rethinking
Transportation 2020-2030. RethinkX.

Convergence of digital + energy creates new
value propositions: vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
vehicle-to-grid (V2G)

wholly new
consumer role

Market surveys & consumer behaviour reports
identify potentially disruptive low C innovations
Innovations & novel attributes
- mobility
- food
- buildings & cities
- energy supply & distribution
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Innovation in energy technology is happening more quickly than expected—and it
could accelerate economic growth and improve sustainability as early as 2015.

Matt Rogers
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the nature of technological change. The
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a scale not seen since the Industrial Revolution.

cial viability much faster than most observers

Most of the technologies that could prove dis-
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expect—in some cases, the shift could begin
ruptive are familiar—including unconventional
gas, electric vehicles, solar, and lighting from
light-emitting diodes (LEDs)—yet many

Technology may advance incrementally on
the margins for long periods of time without

managers will be surprised when they arrive.

substantially affecting established players.

That is because most organizations have

Indeed, developing technologies may remain

been watching them develop for so many years

uneconomical on average, even as leading

that they find it difficult to believe that these

innovators approach breakthroughs. But once

technologies could reach scale any time soon.

a technology delivers cost and performance

This view rests on a misunderstanding of

that is materially superior to the status quo, it

Workshop with diverse innovation actors to
identify potentially disruptive low C innovations
Innovations & novel attributes
- mobility
- food
- buildings & cities
- energy supply & distribution
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‘Most disruptive’ and ‘lowest C’ innovations for
mobility = EVs, MaaS, car-sharing
10 Mobility Innova/ons

mobility

poten&ally very disrup+ve

electric
vehicles
large poten&al increase in emissions

car-sharing

mobility-as-a-service

2
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vehicles
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tele-commu>ng

electric
vehicles

car-sharing
H2FC vehicles

ride-sharing
0
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advanced
biofuels
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not poten&ally disrup+ve at all
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large poten&al reduc+on in emissions

mobility-as-a-service
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‘Most disruptive’ and ‘lowest C’ innovations
across four different domains
mobility

buildings
& cities

food &
agriculture

energy supply
& distribution

electric
vehicles

internet-ofthings

urban (vertical)
farming

solar PV + storage +
peer-to-peer trading

mobility-as-a-service

net zero-energy
building design

reduced
meat diet

smart grids + demand
response (+ V2G)

car-sharing

hard! tend to be
infrastructural

hard! tend to be
behavioural

hard! tend to be
upstream

‘Most disruptive’ and ‘lowest C’ innovations for
mobility: novel attributes valued by users?
mobility
electric
vehicles

novel attributes valued by actual early adopters
[excluding already valued attributes e.g., cost, efficiency]
active
involvement
+ clean at
point of use

multiple
uses
mobility-as-a-service

pay per use,
service-based

ease of use,
control

car-sharing

pay per use, choice
service-based variety

relational

active
involvement
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emphasis of business
models for disruptive
low C innovations

atypical
early
adopters
?

broadly consistent with
historical transitions …
except ease of use

Next steps: factor analysis (to reduce attributes)
then cluster analysis (to group innovations)
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clusters of innovations
(with similar appeal)

groupings of attributes

then ...
do these groupings and clusters make sense? are early adopters similarly clustered?
• spring 2018
• summer 2018

structured elicitation of how attributes are perceived
large-scale survey questionnaire (adopters & non-adopters)
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are these even meaningful and/or useful questions to ask?!?
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There is no consensus on the meaning or
relevance of disruptive low-carbon innovation
silci.org

innovator workshop
disruptive innovation
= innovation

Wilson, C. (2017). "Disruptive low-carbon innovations.”
Energy Research & Social Science.

There is no consensus on the meaning or
relevance of disruptive low-carbon innovation
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innovator workshop

researcher workshop

disruptive innovation
= innovation

system not discrete innovations
= necessary unit of analysis
system processes not consumers
= determinant of diffusion

Wilson, C. (2017). "Disruptive low-carbon innovations.”
Energy Research & Social Science.

continuity not disruption
= desirable narrative

Special Section on 'Disruptive Innovation and Energy Transformation’
Energy Research & Social Science

and beyond …

to socio-technical
systems

from
technologies &
business models

KRAMER
scenarios

WINSKEL
continuity

GEELS
systems

WILSON
technologies

Christensen's
"disruptive
innovation"

MCDOWALL
analyses

SPREI
mobility

TYFIELD
politics

JOHNSTONE &
KIVAAMA policies
DIXON, LANNON &
EAMES cities
DÜTSCHKE & WESCHE
communities

Wilson, C. & D. Tyfield (2017). ”Critical Perspectives on Disruptive Innovation
and Energy Transformation.” Energy Research & Social Science.

Innovation-centric explanations of adoption and
diffusion have a very robust evidence base
Diffusion = communication over time about an innovation
among members of a social system
early adopters reduce risks of
a new technology perceived by
later adopters
Everett Rogers
1931-2004

Five attributes of
innovations determine
adoption rates:
(1) relative advantage
(2) compatibility
(3) ...

high initial
risk aversion
high
adoption
propensity

Multi-level perspective provides a compelling
account of system change (and stability)

“With regard to consumers and
households ... crossovers to traditional
adoption approaches (Rogers, 1996) ...
are under-explored, perhaps because
of an excessive fear of using
reified analytical categories."

Geels (2011). Environmental Innovation and
Societal Transitions 1(1):24-40

Geels (2017). Energy Research & Social Science.

Usefulness to MLP of diffusion of innovations’
explanatory power seems worth exploring

MLP, meet diffusion of innovations
(1) relative advantage
(2) compatibility

locally-rich explanation of diffusion and
role of social networks (and users)
clusters of innovations (by attribute)
with linked diffusion processes
‘mainstream’ innovations
(in terms of rules, markets)

Conclusions: disruptive low C innovations can
engage (or even potentially excite) consumers
Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes valued by consumers
(a missing constituency of low C transformation)
Disruptive innovations are primarily about business models and users
(not radical technological breakthroughs)
Novel attributes of potentially disruptive low C innovations in different
domains include:
pay-per-use (rather than ownership)
multiple uses & functionality (rather than single purpose)
relational & active involvement (rather than isolation & passivity)
control & autonomy (rather than dependence on systems)
Digitalisation of daily life enables many of these novel attributes
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